Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Rapid developments in image enhancement techniques are very much useful in medical image analysis and analysis if satellite images for brightness preservation, contrast enhancement and to remove noise. Hybrid transformation techniques improve visual quality and makes further image analysis clear and easy. In low level image processing image brightness preservation is an important issue.
Image enhancement is a process of adjusting digital images to result more suitable for image display and further analysis like identifying key features and high light important areas depending on the applicationspecific.
Image enhancement techniques are broadly classified into spatial & frequency domain. Spatial domain methods are directly applicable on raw data, but frequency domain methods need transformations. Histogram processing is the simple method used to distribute grey levels of an image equally in spatial domain [1] [2] . Image dependent brightness preserving histogram equalisation technique used Histogram processing for brightness preservation, and Curve let transformation for contrast enhancement is given by Mr.P. Rajvel in 2010. It shows effective results for brightness preservation but size of an image is a major constraint. This paper proposes a new hybrid transformation technique using Bi-orthogonal wavelets and discrete cosine transform with Image Fusion techniques. Results obtained through this hybrid technique shows better visual quality with low Mean Square Error (MSE) and high PSNR value for different images of variable sizes.
BI-ORTHOGONAL WAVELET TRANSFORM
Discrete Wavelet Transforms are based on small waves and became base for Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA) [4] . The two sets of scaling functions φ(t) and φ∼(t) generates subspaces.
2D-DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
2D Discrete Cosine Transform separates the image signal into spectral sub-bands of differing importance with respect to image's visual quality. It also transforms image from the spatial domain into the frequency domain.
DCT is similar to the FFT but can approximate lines well with fewer coefficients. As 2D -DCT is separable, so first by applying 1D-DCT (vertically) to column's and it is again (horizontally) applied on the resultant image. The general equation is shown below. 
IMAGE FUSION
Image fusion is a process of combining information from multiple images of same scene. The images may be acquired from different sensors or spatially different or of varying resolution. The main aim of image fusion techniques are to improve visual quality of images. Image Fusion can be done using various methods. Among those wavelet based methods are plays promising role to provide spatial and spectral quality and also minimises colour distortion. Performance of the above algorithm is evaluated using the metrics MSE and PSNR.
PROPOSED METHOD

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
The Proposed method is experimented in Mat lab on different images like Lena image with and without noise and on Satellite images also. Following figures shows the details.
CONCLUSION
Though Histogram processing is the simple method for brightness preservation but it is not much effective for noisy images. Higher order filters have poor time-frequency localisation. Haar wavelet is very easy to construct and recover the original image, bi-orthogonal wavelets shows perfect reconstruction with linear phase. The proposed method gives minimum MSE and maximum PSNR for low frequency images, which shows brightness levels are preserved clearly.
